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YEAR 6
09/06/2020

Morning Message
Good morning Year 6,
We hope you have invented some interesting gadgets to pitch to the shops – we are looking forward to hearing
about them when we are back at school!
The answer to yesterday’s riddle is: the future. Today’s riddle is from Alisha: What starts with an ‘p’ and ends
with an ‘e’ and has thousands of letters in it?
Have a great day,
Mr Larke and Ms Yerlisu

Week’s Picture

Writing
Tuesday LO: to write an introduction to a persuasive speech
purpose of the introduction is to:
a) grab the listener’s attention by providing a solution to a problem
b) summarise product
Example (for robot speech)
Imagine it is a baking hot summer’s day. The sun is pouring through your living room window, sweat is dripping
down your forehead and you are desperate, just desperate, for an ice-cold milkshake. What do you do? Go to
the shops? No thank you: it’s too far; it’s too hot; you’re too tired. Make your own? You can’t summon the
energy to haul yourself to the kitchen and dig out that useless blender. No, what you need is Maurice the
Milkshake Man: a voice-activated, fully automated milkshake-making robot that makes delicious, creamy
milkshakes and brings them to wherever you are sitting!
Task: write the introduction to your speech. As a heading for your speech, write:
LO: to write a persuasive speech
Success criteria
- use informal, colloquial language to make a connection with your audience
- include rhetorical questions to introduce problem
- include a brief, enticing description of the product

Reading
Day 2: Glossary
For the words you did not understand (or would find harder to define). Here are a couple of the trickier words:
cascaded, parchments
1. Write what type of word it is e.g. noun, verb etc
2. Write a definition
3. Use the word in a sentence. Try to show you understand the word by how you use it e.g. for angry
The man was angry does not show that I understand the word
The man was angry and threw pots and pans all over the kitchen in a rage shows that I do.

Maths
In this lesson, you will use your understanding of mixed numbers and improper fractions by converting between
improper fractions and mixed numbers and using a common denominator. You will develop your ability to
compare and order fractions by making the denominators the same and comparing the numerators. To be able
to order and compare fractions you need to find the LCM.

Check Mathletics

Weekly Spellings
You should continue to revise words/spelling patterns from the KS2 National Curriculum that you have
identified as necessary. We have provided a bank of words for you to begin learning if you feel you are totally
secure in your knowledge of KS2 words. Remember, it is more important that you revise all necessary spelling
patterns first.

The following words are from word banks that you will begin to learn at secondary school. These
particular words contain what are known as ‘unstressed’ vowels. That means when you speak the
words, you don’t sound out all the vowels e.g. abominable You don’t really hear the i vowel when
reading it. Your job for week 2 is to learn the words in first list ie. from conference to doctor

Foundation Topic Work (for the week)
This week, continuing with our science topic of electricity, we will be looking at the inventor Thomas
Edison, who developed the first commercial light bulb. Your job is to research his life then write a fact
file about his life and invention. The task has been set for you on Purple Mash.

Diary
Write a diary of what work and activities you did today. Remember to include your thoughts, feelings
and opinions.

